
Stewardship Through Electronic and Social Media

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TITLE:  Stewardship Through Electronic and Social Media Crowd-Sourced Fundraising and Stewardship—through the use of social media platforms Stewardship Presentation:  Communicating with our donors in a meaningful way throughout the year is a top priority for development and annual giving.  We have a structure in place to communicate in 5-6 DISTINCT ways throughout the year.  With the advent of electronic and social media, we have seen the addition of new fun ways to fulfill our goal of communicating regularly with donors, prospects and alumni.Right now we rely on a variety of stewardship pieces, including:Loyalty CardsAnniversary Letters Docket (Monthly Newsletter)Advocate Magazine (once per year)Telephone Calls after giftsEmail after giftsLetter from the University, Letter from the Dean and/or Letter from the Development OfficeThanksgiving CardsLaw Firm Challenge Communications (Sent monthly)Alumni Regional Rally3-6-9 Stewardship ReviewMonthly Birthday CardsSpecial Outreach to our “outliers”Class Representative Communications
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Presentation Notes
Our goal is to take what we are currently doing and add a social media component. Some examples of our “Double-Dippers” include our “Docket” or our monthly newsletter which is given as a hard copy to our Board of Visitors and Law Alumni Board, but sent as a hyperlink monthly to other alumni, family and friends of the School of Law who have requested to hear about our current happenings. And for those who are searching online, we’ve also included a link on our Alumni Relations web page. Each year we also send hand written Thanksgiving Cards, but as much as we wish we could, we are limited in how many we are able to write and send, therefore we’ve also utilized our mail-merge platform in order to send a Thank you email to more of our donors.We also use our social media pages, including Facebook, Instagram and Twitter, to keep our community up-to-date and encourage them to keep in contact with the law school. This past year we held our first law school “Regional Alumni Rally” where alumni chapters competed for the highest participation giving rates. We used our social media sites to spread the word as well as notify alumni of our winning chapter. 	Our Follow Up Facebook post is shown on screen.MOVING FORWARD: We would like to discover more ways that alumni can participate through social media to inspire one another.  Today, I am able to share with you examples of messages that USD School of Law has shared with our donors, but what we see for the future are ways that various constituencies will be able to produce messages of appreciation, intent and encouragement that we can use to encourage support and philanthropy from others



The Big Give is a 36-hour 
fundraising campaign that provides 
an opportunity for supporters of  
USD School of  Law to make a big 
impact on current and future 
students. Gifts made within the time 
frame will benefit the law school and 
will count for the totals of  the Big 
Give.
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Text reads:Big Give Campaign:  The Big Give is a 36-hour fundraising campaign that provides an opportunity for supporters of USD School of Law to make a big impact on current and future students. Gifts made within the time frame will benefit the law school and will count for the totals of the Big Give.Real Time Fundraising provides the best opportunity to take advantage of social media and electronic communication for our law school.Group Building: We use our electronic media to build excitement for the event, to announce the date and to bring the information to our prospective team captains and donorsTeam-Building: Once we have our captains in place, then we can provide them with the necessary resources to communicate with their team, their class, their firm, their departments and their friends and family Resources Include: Initial Announcements and Explanations of the Big GiveInvitations to the Big Give BashReal Time Updates Announcements of Matching Gift ContributionsTeam Members are able to personalize their messages to encourage support in the ways that mean the most to their segments of the population



Torero Tuesday Kick-off  Video

#ToreroTuesday

Torero Tuesday
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Our Big Give campaign inspired a 24-hour campaign for the University, now lovingly called “Torero Tuesday.” Crowd-Sourced Fundraising and Stewardship—through the use of social media platforms TORERO TUESDAY is a UNIVERSITY WIDE EVENT— It is a Campaign to inspire philanthropy across the entire campus—including the law school.  One of the very best features of the campaign is that it affords alumni, families, friends and supporters to post their own stories, their own experiences and their own reasons for supporting the school.  At the conclusion of the campaign, we were also able to join in the fun with a similarly produced message of thanks and appreciation based upon the posts that our contributors had made throughout the 24 hour experience.  Social Media Postings are effective because they are:ShortEnergeticFun-LovingAuthenticCentered around the projects and programs that hold the most meaning to our constituentsPeople-Centered Multi-Faceted—no two posts are the same in tone, message, subject matter or featureAnd they allow the school to reach out to more people – beyond the geographic limits of our campusCommunicating through electronic media and social media has made it more possible for development programs to communicate in new, fun, collaborative ways.  The ownership of inspiration is now shared with those who are making the gifts and those who are on the receiving end of the gifts as well.  During the University of San Diego’s Torero Tuesday Events which were part of the National Giving Tuesday Campaign—we were able to increase the visibility of the University, our loyal contributors and our new friends and family members who have recently come on board to show their Torero Spirit of Philanthropy. Social media is naturally segmented- people can post to their group of friends who can re-post or share with their friends and so on, so that likeminded individuals are receiving the information they find most interesting and informative.As Torero Tuesday developed, they’ve expanded on our original idea, and now we’ve come full circle and we plan on using similar technology for our next Big Give campaign. 

https://vimeo.com/243382710


Play Video
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TEXT ON SCREEN: What is #ToreroTuesday?In 2015, we established our own day of giving in honor of #GivingTuesday, the globally recognized day of giving and philanthropy. This day has become our way of encouraging alumni, friends, and family of the University of San Diego to amplify student life and campus culture. Last year, we collectively raised $194,000 in donations. This year, we’re setting our goal even higher at $250,000. Let’s make November 28th our best #ToreroTuesday yet!Magic Formula:Student images, student driven and student-centric stewardship and solicitation Program Specific Updates—Directed at a segmented populationData Driven Information—Facts and Details interspersed with Continuous Updating of our Website throughout the campaignReal Time Calculations and talliesData-Point Comparisons between classes, departments, year-to-year comparisons

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=3&v=9ZVCJnHGiik
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=3&v=9ZVCJnHGiik
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Twitter Example on Screen: Group Interaction and Group Competitions in fundraising have become a whole lot easier to manage with social media and electronic outreach.  In the past, we would talk about segmenting our populations into groups of people with similar interests and similar wants and needs.  With the help of electronic communication and social media outreach, groups are inspired to reach out to one another on our behalf.  We can provide them with language, pictures and graphics as well as links for making contributions.  But, what we have also found is that these groups are better than we are at sending us their inspirational pictures, memes, graphics and text for messages.  Their sense of fun is contagious. 
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The University starts the ball rolling with student-centric messaging that sets the tone for our friendly, storied competition.It is then shared and passed along via friend groups. These shares and use of hashtags can be used as a metric of how successful each social media posting has been and we can use that information to identify which social media platform to use for certain demographics in the future. We can also identify what kind of information is the most “liked” and use appeal codes to track which links are being clicked. 
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In our latest Torero Tuesday we contracted with a third party to create a way for once donors had given, they could then upload a photo of their choosing and place a sticker filter on top. They then could turn around and share that photo on their own social media pages. It gave our donors a way for their generosity to be recognized not only by us, but by others and encouraged their network to donate as well – to “Keep up with the Jones’s” so to speak.Just another example of ways to reach out to a new market and recruit others to become a member of our community.
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For the Geeks that live inside all of us---data is king---in terms of motivating some donors/prospects.  
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Incentivizing Philanthropy—the more quirky the better!For the older crowd—we called this our “sock it to me” campaign—in a tip of the hat to the old Laugh In skits with Goldie HawnFor those individuals for whom a friendly-competition isn’t a great enough incentive – or for whom data doesn’t do the trick, we also encouraged participation through gift-giving. For those who wished to donate above a specific dollar amount, they could receive fun University of San Diego themed socks. 



Experience the Scene at USD with #SceneAtUSD

USD Students, Faculty, Staff, and visitors to the USD campus can get involved
by posting pictures of the University of San Diego campus on a variety of social
media sites using the hashtag #SceneAtUSD. University of San Diego was voted
#1 Most Beautiful Campus by Princeton Review and #SceneAtUSD gives an
opportunity to share the beauty with people around the world!
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As great as our Big Give and Torero Tuesday has been, we also need to keep our social media outreach up throughout the rest of the year. We can use other publications, like the Princeton Review as a way to advertise for our school and our beautiful San Diego campus. We used the hashtag “Scene at USD” to encourage students, faculty, staff, and even campus visitors to pass along our message to groups of people we otherwise wouldn’t have access to. This is a great way to expand our network. Text reads: Students at USD can get involved by posting pictures of the USD Campus on a variety of social media sites using the hashtag #SceneAtUSD. Favorite posts are featured each week in ToreroWeekly, a weekly electronic newsletter with announcements andInformation for everyone at University of San Diego.



Calling All Student Photographers!

Students at USD have the unique 
opportunity to share the beauty of  the 
USD campus as well as their talent by 
submitting photos they take around 
campus to dcim@sandiego.edu. 
Photos can include scenery, campus 
activities, or anything else that sparks 
students’ interest in relation to USD. 
Staff  picks will be shared in the USD’s 
weekly e-newsletter, Torero Weekly.
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Similarly, we can use social media to target a specific demographic. On screen is a message to encourage students to positively portray something they see and are involved in around campus. It allows students to “show off their skills” while advertising and promoting USD to their friend groups.In this case, we were also able to use student photographs in our alumni and donor communications including our weekly e-newsletter and on our school website. Social Media is a great way to build up and reinforce your photographic library without the added expense of paying for “stock photos” of photographic libraries from for-profit sites.  Real Students, real events in real time are much more meaningful and persuasive. 



Donor Stewardship – in the Digital Age
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iMovies – Jumping off point in storytelling for the law school.We are always looking for easy, inexpensive ways to reach out and talk to our current supporters while also engaging new audiences.The Communications Team at USD,  offered trainings for the Development Team to teach the art of storytelling through making iMovies.  Our Assistant Director of Annual Giving, Elyse Amberg, took advantage of that training along with the Assistant Director of Law School Communications, Katie Pinto.  That training has resulted in some of the very best storytelling that was have been about to accomplish over the past 12 months.  Equipped with nothing more than an iPhone or an iTouch, donors are able to work with our Development team to express their appreciation for the opporutnity to help students at the law school.  They are able to make a case for support with the very best examples available—the students themselves. Why Videos Work:  3 minute videos allow us to communicate with donors, prospective donors and others in a more personal way that merely written correspondence can.  It is a very personal message that works well for the donor and for the law school 3 minute videos are:PowerfulPersuasiveEntertainingUseful in many waysWe started our cycle of storytelling with a beautiful, fun-loving iMovie directed to supporters of our LGBTQ Scholarship.  This scholarship is a passion project for a young member of our alumni who is also on our Law Alumni Board.  He wanted people to understand why supporting a scholarship for members of the LGBTQ community was important, meaningful and powerful.  As a law school centered in a Catholic Community, it was important that the purpose and meaning of our efforts were well understood.  We initially rolled out this video to a Law Alumni Board meeting with the primary donor, Nick Fox, introducing the video itself.  Nick is also the head of our Philanthropy Committee for that Board, so it was a beautiful, safe place to host our first screening.  The response was overwhelmingly supportive!Uses for the video:The donor distributed the LGBTQ video to donors who in the previous year had helped him fund the initial phase of the scholarship fund.   In addition, the video was posted on the law school’s website, send to advocates of the LBGTQ community and their allies in the community of USD School of LawVideo was played for the Board of Trustees Steering Committee meeting for the Comprehensive Campaign and later it was edited into a longer, professionally produced video for wide-audiences of more than 500 for the University’s Scholarship Appreciation Luncheon.



Personalizing Messages Through the Use of  
Social and Electronic Media
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Presentation Notes
Let’s insert a slide that allows us to change gears and describe how we have using iMovie to produce highly effective 3-minute shorts to tell our story:Personalizing Messages Through the Use of Social and Electronic Media—slide headingUsing iMovie is a great way to produce highly effective 3-minute shorts to tell a very personalized story:Connect alumni and donors to the mission of the law schoolLink scholarship contributors to their scholarsAssociate the success of students with the success of innovative programs at the law schoolSegment and gear the message to the group you are trying to reachiMovie is allowing us to tailor our stewardship to fit each donor and each situation

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KfzFWIDtJoU
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The versatility of iMovie Videos for Donor Cultivation, Solicitation and Stewardship:In three minutes we can tell a story in the most straight forward manner.  Direct testimony for those who are primary affected by the nature of a gift:  the donor, the recipient, the member of the community being honored.  Not only can you use these iMovies to thank a generous donor or group of donors, but you can also use them to tell the story of a campaign or fund set up in honor of another:A beloved professorIn Memoria for a loved one who has passed awaySpecial Interest Funding—Veterans and members of the US MilitaryI am personally interested in capturing on film all of the married couples who met in law school.  I think that it would be a hoot to splice together their stories and encourage them to collectively support other beleagued law students who are going through law school together.  The Best Thing About an iMovie production is that they can be edited into larger projects at little to no cost to the institution.  We worked with a professional videographer to produce a 5-7 minute Donor Appreciation Video and much of the footage that we used for the project came from multiple iMovies with the additional of new footage shot by the videographer.  Benefits of iMovies:InexpensivePersonal Less intimidating to the subjects of the videosVenue is versatileThe turn around time is shortMessaging—We are able to control messaging based upon the questions that we ask as the “off-camera” voice /director of the moviesiMovies are more “real” to this generation of donor.  They are not looking for a glossy, slick version of the story.  Our audiences  are looking for the real-deal without special lighting, makeup, artificial preservatives and additives.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5eQK43KCMTw&t=19s


Class of  1979 Scholarship

Virginia Nelson and Nareen Karakashian
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Class of 1979 –USD School of LawThe Class of 1979 wanted to raise money to fund an annual scholarship in the name of the class.  Collectively, they worked to inspire one another to make contributions which would eventually lead to an endowment that would perpetually fund a scholarship in the name of the entire class.  In order to inspire more support from her class, a class member--Virginia Nelson—asked that an iMovie video be developed so that she could send it out to her entire class.  Donor used electronic communication to introduce the Class of 1979 Scholar to the other members of her class who also participated in the fundraising efforts that supported their student scholarship.The video was also posted on our website Posted in our e-boards in the law school to be witnessed by the student bodyAnd the movie was used as the inspiration to encourage our Law Alumni Board to also fund a scholarship as a collective effort of the Board, itself.   I worked with the Philanthropy Committee of the Law Alumni Board to make a presentation asking Board members to support a collective scholarship for the coming year.  Before we began speaking, I played the video to give Board members some idea of what their scholarship would look like and how it would be funded and how it would resonate with students at the law school.  Coincidentally, the meeting was attended by an influential member of the Class of 1979.  As the 3-minute movie was coming to a close, the member interjected that he was in favor of the board choosing to fund a scholarship of its own—in a fashion similar that the Class of 1979.  He called for the “all in favor” vote before I could utter a single word.  It made for the most satisfying and successful presentation I have had.  The movie did all of the persuading for me.  The beat goes on, this year –the Board’s scholar will be featured in a video movie with the Law Alumni Board and we will use that movie to inspire support from the Board of Visitors for the Law School.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KfzFWIDtJoU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KfzFWIDtJoU


Expanding the Impact of  Stewardship
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Extending the Impact of StewardshipThe Class of 1979 united in their support of a class scholarship because of the outreach of one members of the class,  Virginia NelsonThe gifts were stewarded through the production of an iMovie video featuring the scholarship recipient for the Class of 1979’s gift The stewardship experience was further amplified through the use of face-to-face contact -- captured in pictures to make the experience part of the Class’ lasting memory and also to incorporate all of the members of the class who could not participate in the stewardship luncheon in-person.  Next year, the participants in the luncheon have asked to be included in the initial outreach to their classmates.  They will take up the challenge to produce their own unique message.Collateral Benefits of Donor Messaging is that it taps into their creativity and it hones the message to suit the interests of that particular group of donors.  It takes the pressure off of us a development professionals to be guessing about their interests and what motivates them and puts it squarely on the shoulders of those who are in the best position to KNOW WHAT THEY WANT TO SUPPORT! MARKETING 101---Find out what your customers want most and direct your messaging, your stewardship and your communication to feature their interests.  
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